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Abstract

We present a static technique for deadlock detection for active objects. To do so, we introduce a novel kind of automata (visibly multiset automata, VMAs for short) to describe in an approximative manner the behaviour of one active object resp. a deadlock scenario. In this setting deadlock detection is checking the intersection of the VMAs for emptiness. We illustrate our technique in terms of the Creol language.

1 Introduction

Active objects [1] form a well established model for distributed systems. We present a static technique for deadlock detection for active objects. To do so, we introduce a novel kind of automata (*visibly multiset automata*, VMAs for short) to describe in an approximative manner the behaviour of one active object. We also use VMAs to describe possible deadlock situations. Thus, deadlock detection is reduced to language intersection and checking for emptiness. In a broad sense, therefore, the VMAs play a role comparable to (visibly) pushdown automata that have been used successfully to abstractly describe the behavior of procedural or object-oriented languages with multi-threading. The role of the stack, however, is replaced by the multiset data structure, reflecting the different concurrency model.

Our technique is illustrated in terms of the Creol language [3]. Creol is a high-level modeling language based on active objects. The communication model of
Creol is based on exchanging messages \textit{asynchronously}. For each asynchronous method invocation, a new thread is created. This is in contrast to object-oriented languages based on multi-threading, such as \textit{Java} or \textit{C#}, which use synchronous message passing in which the calling thread inside one object blocks and control is transferred to the callee.

The result of an asynchronous method call is returned by a \textit{future}. A future is created upon method invocation and available to the caller. Upon termination of the method call, the result of the computation is stored in the future by the callee. A future is local to the thread which invoked the call and can not be stored in a variable or passed around. Completion of a method call can be tested by testing its future. Requesting a result from a future is blocking, i.e., in case the result has not been computed the thread requesting the result blocks until the result is computed.

In Creol, each object acts as a monitor, i.e., at most one thread can be active within an object. Context switch is limited to so-called processor release points.

The combination of exclusive access to the processor and blocking waiting for the result of an asynchronous method call may result in a deadlock. In the following sections we present a static analysis technique for Creol programs to detect such deadlocks.

2 Deadlock Detection

For deadlock detection we restrict ourselves to Creol programs with a finite number of objects. We do not deal with object creation, i.e., we assume all objects to exist at the beginning of the program execution. Furthermore we restrict Creol to method definitions without \textit{await} statements. An \textit{await} statement denotes a conditional processor release point within a method body. In our setting, methods resemble atomic tasks executed by different sites in a distributed system.

In contrast to our previous work on deadlock detection for \textit{Java} via context-free-language reachability [4], we use language intersection to detect deadlocks in Creol. Due to the asynchronous nature of Creol, a designated thread is created for each method call. Modeling the active objects, instead of the individual threads, is an elegant way to deal with this kind of thread creation.

We introduce \textbf{visibly multiset automata} to model active objects and possible deadlock situations. Such a deadlock situation is characterized by a cyclic chain of objects, executing threads that are waiting for a result of a method call to the next object in the chain.

In case the intersection of the automata is empty the program is deadlock free otherwise each word within the language describes a computation leading to a deadlock.

3 Visibly Multiset Automata

A visibly multiset automaton resembles a visibly pushdown automaton [2] with a multiset as storage instead of a stack. The operations on the multiset are determined by the input letter, i.e., an input letter can trigger either an add action, cf. push, or a remove action, cf. pop, but not both.
Definition 3.1 (Visibly Multiset Automaton) A (nondeterministic) visibly multiset automaton on finite words over an add-remove alphabet $\Sigma = \Sigma_A \cup \Sigma_R \cup \Sigma_{\text{Int}}$ is a tuple $M = (Q, Q_I, \Gamma, \emptyset, \delta, Q_F)$, where $Q$ is a finite set of states, $Q_I \subseteq Q$ is the set of initial states, $Q_F \subseteq Q$ is the set of final states, $\Gamma$ is a finite alphabet that contains a special symbol $\emptyset \in \Gamma$ denoting the empty set, and $\delta \subseteq (Q \times \Sigma_A \times Q \times \Gamma \setminus \{\emptyset\}) \cup (Q \times \Sigma_R \times \Gamma \times Q) \cup (Q \times \Sigma_{\text{Int}} \times Q)$ is a transition function.

To address the asynchronous communication we split each call, resp. return, into two phases. As a first step a token denoting the call, resp. the return, is added to the multiset. Later as a second step the token is removed and the call is “executed”, resp. the execution is “finished”. The VMAs are synchronized via their multisets.

We represent a VMA as a Multi-Stack Visibly Pushdown Automaton (MVPA) with two stacks. The first stack is used to store the elements of the multiset. The second stack is used to swap stack symbols of the first stack when accessing a symbol within the first stack. With this construction we reduce the decidability of intersection and emptiness of VMAs to the decidability of intersection and emptiness of MVPAs which were shown in [5].

4 Conclusion

4.1 Results

We have introduced visibly multiset automata as a natural representation for concurrent systems communicating via asynchronous method calls.

We have presented a technique to prove absence of deadlock for asynchronous, active objects. This technique is based on a representation of the static structure of the program and a representation of the possible deadlock situation.

4.2 Future Work

We plan to investigate, object creation, inheritance, and context switches within method bodies, i.e. \textit{await} statements. Implementation in the context of the Creol toolsuite is a goal as soon as more features of the language are covered by our technique.
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